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in whom as a whig aristocrat and an owner of race-horses he
inspired instinctive distrust. Besides he was nothing if not an
Imperialist. And already dislike of the aggressive note, which
Imperialism came to strike in the nineties, was driving the
majority of liberal stalwarts in an opposite direction.
His very first speech as premier on the address betrayed the
amateur. He quoted from Salisbury and endorsed the words:
*before Irish Home Rule is conceded by the Imperial Parlia-
ment, England as the predominant member of the partnership
of the Three Kingdoms will have to be convinced of its justice
and equity/ The anger among home rulers was intense. They
actually defeated the government next day in the commons.
How was England, they asked, a 'predominant partner5? Why
was an English majority necessary to carry home rule? In vain
a week later at Edinburgh the premier explained that he had
intended no more than a platitude—more English votes would
be needed if the cause were to prevail. He could not silence his
critics. Perhaps he did not deserve to.
His government lasted not quite sixteen months. From first
to last the house of lords gave its bills no quarter, and intimated
a virtual veto on the whole of its legislation. In so acting it
succeeded on the short reckoning. The electors had little use
for Gladstone's government now Gladstone had left it; they en-
tirely refused to share the indignation of ministers who, fearful
of dissolving, brought forward one foredoomed measure after
another to Till up the cup*. But on a longer view the lords* tactics
(which went completely counter to Disraeli's wisdom) may be
differently estimated. A second chamber could never hope to
perpetuate its powers if it used them solely and indiscriminately
against one of the two parties. Still less could it hope to keep
effective the edges of its weapon for defeating Irish home rule if it
blunted them by hacking blindly at every other bill it saw. Nee deus
intmit, nisi dignus vindict nodus was the adage that Lord Salisbury
forgot. Nobody then in politics had a stronger belief in a second
chamber than Rosebery; and his words in criticizing the house
of lords, distasteful as they were to Qjaccn Victoria, show a far
deeper sense of its true interests1 than the deeds of the conservative
leaders. Nemesis followed slowly* but it was bound to come.
* See specially hi* Memorandum to the queen of 7 April 1894 (printed in Lord
Grtfwe'* iMd ftwtbfly (1931), ii* 45t~4) and his letter to her of i November 1894
(ibid.il 461-3),

